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FIRE PREVENTION | FIRE BASICS

Know the Dangers

T

hough technology and safety equipment has
improved drastically in recent years, fire deaths
remain a major concern in the United States.

House fires are extremely
dangerous, and fire can spread
rapidly through a home, leaving an occupant as little as one
or two minutes to escape safely
once an alarm sounds.

FREQUENCY
In 2013, there were an estimated 369,500 reported house
fires and 2,755 deaths in the
United States due to fires,
according to the latest data
available from 2013.
Fires are also extremely common. According to the National
Fire Protection Agency (NFPA),
a fire department responds to a
fire every 20 seconds in the
United States. A structure fire
occurs every two minutes in
the United States.
The total cost of fire in 2011,
the most recent year for which
statistics are available, was estimated at $329 billion by the
NFPA, or roughly 2.1 percent of
U.S. gross domestic product
(GDP). Adjusted for inflation,
the total cost represents a 34
percent increase over 1980,
while its proportion of U.S.
gross domestic product has
declined by about one-third.
Fires in 2011 caused $13.3
billion in direct property damage, while new building construction for fire protection was
estimated at $31 billion in
2011.
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CAUSES
According to the Federal
Emergency Management
Agency, cooking is the leading
cause of home fires and home
fire injuries in the United
States. The agency recommends anyone cooking make

an effort to remain in the kitchen and not leave a stove unattended.

COMPLICATIONS
Most fire deaths are caused
by smoke inhalation, not
burns. Smoke incapacitates so

quickly that people are often
overcome and unable to make
it to an otherwise accessible
exit.
The way modern homes are
built also can complicate the
issue. Synthetic materials used
in homes can produce dangerous substances when burned.

As oxygen is burned, in conjunction with those chemicals,
it can create potentially toxic
gases.
The most common toxic gas
during a fire is carbon monoxide (CO), which can be deadly
even in small doses and replaces oxygen in the bloodstream.
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FIRE PREVENTION | PLANNING

Know Your Escape Plan

I

n the tragic
event a fire
does occur,
every family should
have an escape
plan in place.

The National Fire Prevention
Association recommends families work
together to create an escape plan, by
walking through the home to inspect
all possible exits and escape routes. For
households with children, it’s recommended to draw a floor plan of the
home, marking two clear routes out of
each room, including windows and
doors. The location of each smoke
alarm also should be marked.
Including the entire family can make
for an educational exercise that also
has a clear focus on safety.

PRACTICE, PRACTICE, PRACTICE
Once the plan is in place, families
are recommended to run through periodic drills to ensure all members of the
family understand the plan and can
problem solve and recognize the best
exits depending on the situation. For
homes with windows with security
bars or extra security measures, make
sure they have release devices inside to
ensure they can be opened immediately in the event of an emergency.
In the event of a real fire, find the
clearest path out and move that direction, making sure to close doors along
the way. A closed door will help slow
the spread of the fire, along with smoke
and potentially toxic gas, and allow
more time to escape.
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OTHER CONSIDERATIONS
Families also should choose an outside meeting place (such as a neighbor’s house, light post, mailbox or stop
sign) a safe distance away from the
home so everyone can rendezvous outside. Make sure to mark the location of
the meeting place on the escape plan.

It’s also recommended that homeowners make sure the street number
and house number are clearly visible
from the road, to assist potential
responders and fire personnel in finding the house quickly in the event of a
fire. House numbers can be installed
easily to a home or curb, if needed.

Everyone in the home also should
memorize any necessary emergency
phone numbers (local fire department,
family, etc.). The NFPA notes that
doing so will increase response time by
allowing the first person out of the
house to call immediately for assistance.
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FIRE PREVENTION | TYPES OF FIRES

Putting Out a Grease Fire

O

ne of the most dangerous fires that can strike a home
is a kitchen grease fire, which can start with one false
move while cooking dinner and spread quickly.

Arguably the most dangerous aspect of a grease fire is
that most typical fire suppression responses will either not
stop — or worse, potentially
spread — a grease fire.

KNOW HOW TO RESPOND
Grease fires typically occur
when cooking oils become too
hot, or are spilled on an open
flame, and require a different
approach to safely extinguish.
The common response to a fire
is to douse it with water, but
when dealing with a grease fire,
water will only act to spread
the fire. The water will make
the flaming oils splash and
potentially spread the fire
around the kitchen. It might be
the first instinct, but throwing
water on a grease fire will only
make it worse.
Instead, the first step should
be to turn off the heat on the
stove to stop the fluid from
heating any further. If the fire is
contained to a pot, one should
not attempt to move it, as that
could spill the oil and spread
the fire faster. If the fire is contained to a pot, place a metal
lid over the fire to extinguish it
quickly. All fires, even grease
fires, require oxygen to burn. A
metal lid will choke the fire and
force it to quickly consume all
the oxygen inside.
If the fire has spread outside
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a cooking pot, the next step
should be to cover it with baking soda. In the case of a grease
fire, baking soda essentially
acts in the same way water
does to a regular fire by stop-

ping the oil from burning. But,
this will only work on smaller
fires, as it requires quite a lot of
baking soda to extinguish a
grease fire.
The last step to take is to

extinguish the fire with a Class
B dry chemical fire extinguisher. It should be noted that this
will almost certainly contaminate the kitchen, but it also
should stop the fire.

Of course, if the fire has
spread beyond what a fire
extinguisher can stop, call the
local fire department for assistance and evacuate immediately.
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FIRE PREVENTION | EQUIPMENT

Smoke Detectors

W

orking smoke detectors can be the first warning and line of
defense against a house fire, though the devices must be
properly powered and correctly installed to be truly effective.

According to the National
Fire Protection Association
(NFPA), approximately half of
home fire deaths result from
fires reported between 11 p.m.
and 7 a.m., when the inhabitants are typically asleep. Three
out of five home fire deaths
result from fires in buildings
without working smoke alarms,
and 37 percent of home fire
deaths result from fires in
which no smoke alarms at all
are present.

THE BEST WARNING
The association notes that a
working fire alarm effectively
doubles the odds of survival in
the event of a house fire,
because the alarm will typically
detect smoke before a sleeping
person and allow additional
time to escape before the
flames spread further.
Officials recommend homeowners install a smoke alarm in
every bedroom, outside each
separate sleeping area, and on
every level of a home — including the basement. The larger
the home, the more alarms will
be needed. Smoke alarms
should be installed on either
the ceiling, or as high as possible on a wall.
To ensure smoke alarms are
functioning properly, the NFPA
recommends checking each
alarm at least once per month
by pressing the “test” button
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typically found on the front of
the device.

TYPES
There are several different
types of smoke alarms, and
experts recommend using both
ionization smoke alarms and

photoelectric alarms.
Ionization alarms are typically
quicker to recognize flaming
fires, while photoelectric
alarms typically react faster to
smoldering fires.
In recent years, interconnected fire alarms that will trigger every alarm in the house

have also become popular and
are recommended by the
NFPA. Technology companies
such as Nest have recently
launched products such as the
Nest Protect smoke alarm,
which can be accessed via the
Internet to keep a constant
check on your home.

Officials say these newer
devices can provide an extra
level of security and connectivity to monitor potential fires.
Smoke alarms should be
replaced every 10 years, to
ensure the internal detection
equipment is up to date and
reliable.
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FIRE PREVENTION | CLEANUP

A fire in a home, regardless
of size or type, can cause serious damage. Before returning,
be emotionally and physically
prepared.

I

After a Fire
f the worst does occur, there are some steps
that can be taken to make the following
days and weeks easier to bear.

WHAT TO EXPECT
The building and many of
the things in the home may
have been badly damaged by
flames, heat, smoke and water.
Many of the items inside the
home not damaged by the
smoke or flames will almost
certainly be soggy or potentially water damaged from the
fire department response to
put out the fire. Anything that
is to be salvaged or reused will
need to be carefully cleaned to
remove soot and other contaminants left behind.
The home also might have
damaged not specifically
caused by the fire. When fire
fighters are battling a fire, it’s
not uncommon for them to
break windows and cut holes
in the roof to let out heat and
smoke. The cleanup effort will
take both time and patience.

SAFETY
In the immediate aftermath
of a fire, FEMA recommends
having injuries treated by a
medical professional. For
small wounds, wash them
with soap and water to help
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prevent infection, and keep
any cuts covered with clean
bandages.
“Remain calm. Pace yourself. You may find yourself in
the position of taking charge
of other people,” FEMA notes.
“Listen carefully to what people are telling you, and deal

patiently with urgent situations first.”
Before returning to the
home, check with the fire
department to make sure the
residence is safe to enter.
Anyone entering a fire damaged home should wear long
pants, a long-sleeved shirt,

closed-toed rubber-soled
shoes or boots and work
gloves, plus dust masks, safety
goggles and/or a hard hat,
when necessary.
Even after a fire has been
extinguished, it’s critical to
understand the lingering
health and safety risks. Soot

and dirty water left behind by
the process can still contain
things that could adversely
affect ones health, and
fire-damaged items could
have contaminants. Use
extreme caution when inside a
fire-damaged home or structure.
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FIRE PREVENTION | PREVENTION

Tips to Stay Safe

T

FEMA and the Red Cross
provide the following safety
tips.
• The Red Cross recommends keeping items that can
catch on fire at least 3 feet
away from anything that gets
hot, such as space heaters.
• Never smoke in bed.
• Talk to children regularly
about the dangers of fire,
especially playing with matches and lighters. Parents should
make every effort to keep
those items out of reach.
Never play with lighters or
matches when you are with
your children. Children may
try to do the same things they
see you do.
• Turn portable heaters off
when leaving the room or
going to sleep. Never leave
them unattended.
• Keep children at least 3
feet away from anything that
can get hot. Space heaters and
stove-tops can cause extremely serious burns. Keep children
at least three feet away from
stoves, heaters or any other
item that reaches temperatures hot enough to cause
injury.
• Keep smoking materials
secured in a high place.
• Regularly inspect rooms
and buildings for fire hazards.
Ask your local fire department
for assistance. Inspect exit
doors and windows and make

hough a fire can’t be completely avoided, there
are some steps that can be taken to decrease
the odds that a house fire might occur.
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sure they are working properly.
• Conduct fire drills and
practice escape routes and
evacuation plans. Urge students to take each alarm seriously.
• Place candles in sturdy

holders, and never leave a
burning candle unattended.
Keep candles away from anything that can burn.
• Keep lamps, light fixtures
and light bulbs away from
anything that can burn, and
never use an extension cord

with large appliances, such as
a refrigerator. Do not overload
outlets, and only use surge
protectors or power strips with
internal overload protection.
• A few basic steps can go a
long way toward preventing a
kitchen fire. When cooking,

remain near the pan and keep
a close eye on the stove. Turn
pot handles toward the back
of the stove, to avoid bumping
them off accidentally. Keep a
pan lid nearby and within
reach, to cover a pot or grease
fire.
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Employ simple fire prevention
measures to maximize safety
Did you know that, according to the National Fire Protection Association, most people have a false sense of security
regarding house fires, believing that they would have approximately six minutes to evacuate their home in the event
of a fire? In reality, smoke and fire spread rapidly and can
overcome occupants in less than three minutes.
When a fire occurs, there’s no question that time is critical. The good news is there are several important steps you
can take to maximize your escape time. With the following
measures in place, you’ll create critical protection for what
matters most to your home and family.
1. Install smoke alarms. You should have one in every
bedroom, outside each separate sleeping area, and on every
level of the home, including the basement. For the best
protection, make sure all smoke alarms are interconnected.
When one sounds, they all sound.
2. Inspect and clean smoke alarms monthly. Replace batteries in spring and fall. To clean the alarm, open the cover and
gently vacuum the interior.
3. Prepare and practice a fire escape plan. Draw a floor plan
of your home, marking two ways out of every room, especially sleeping areas. Discuss the escape routes with every
member of your household, and agree on a meeting place
outside your home in case of emergency. Practice your escape plan at least twice a year.
4. Select building materials that provide passive fire protection. Passive fire protection is part of the core of the building and helps control fire by limiting its spread. One very
effective form of passive fire protection is the installation
of insulation. When adding or upgrading insulation, look
for products made from naturally fire-resistant, inorganic
materials. A favorite among builders, contractors and homeowners is a stone wool insulation called Roxul Safe nSound,
which offers fire resistance up to 2,150F. Its melting point is
higher than the temperature of a typical house fire, which
means it will stay in place longer to provide passive fire protection when every second counts, allowing more time for
safe evacuation and for first responders to arrive.
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Tips for safe home grilling

Millions of grilling enthusiasts
take to their backyards each year
to cook delicious foods over an
open flame.
Grilling is embedded in the
history of many cultures, and to
this day many people feel nothing
beats the savory flavor characteristic of grilled meats, poultry,
seafood, and vegetables.
Although many people safely enjoy outdoor barbecues every day,
accidents can happen. According
to the U.S. Fire Administration,
roughly 6,000 grill fires take place
on residential property every year
in the United States alone. Many
grilling accidents can be prevented
with some safety precautions and
a little common sense.
When grilling, place the grill in a
safe location. Grills should be at
least 10 feet away from the house
when they are in use. Also, keep
the grill away from wooden overhangs or other structures attached
to the house, such as garages and
porches.
Before using a gas grill, inspect
it to make sure there are no gas

leaks. Ensure hoses are properly
connected and that the grill looks
in good repair.
Use propane and charcoal grills
outdoors only. Never bring such
grills into your house, even if it
seems like there is ample ventilation. Potentially fatal carbon monoxide can build up quickly.

Clean the grill regularly. Grease
and fat buildup forms in the tray
below the grill and can be quite
flammable. By brushing off the
grates after each use and periodically removing food and grease
buildup, you can prevent flare-ups
that may ignite the grill.

Keep children and pets away from
the grill area. Grills can be knocked
over easily, and kids and pets may
burn themselves if they bump into
a hot grill.

Always tend the grill while cooking. Walking away for even a minute may lead to accidents.
Store unused propane tanks upright at all times to prevent leakage.

Keep them outdoors and beyond
the reach of children. Never smoke
near propane cylinders and never
move a lit grill.
Keep a fire extinguisher handy in
the event of a flare-up. A hose may
not prove effective on a grease fire.
ItÕs also important to emphasize
food safety when grilling. Invest in
a food thermometer so you can test
the internal temperature of foods
and prevent foodborne illnesses.
Grilling is a great and flavorful way
to cook. But safety must remain a
priority when grilling.
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Prevent the hazard of
overloaded electrical circuits

A home is a safe haven for its residents. No matter what’s going
on at school or the office, many people know they can relax in
comfort and safety when they arrive home at the end of a day.
Safety at home is something that can be taken for granted until it’s
too late. The National Fire Protection Association notes that each
year more than 47,000 home fires in the United States are caused
by electrical failure or malfunction.
Overloaded electrical circuits are a frequent culprit in residential
fires. Fortunately, overloaded circuits are preventable. According
to the Electrical Safety Foundation International, the following
are some potential indicators that circuits are overloaded.
Flickering, blinking or dimming lights
Frequently tripped circuit breakers or blown fuses
Warm or discolored wall plates
Cracking, sizzling or buzzing from receptacles
Burning odor coming from receptacles or wall switches
Mild shock or tingle from appliances, receptacles or switches.
Learning to recognize the signs of overloaded circuits is an
important step in making homes safe, as the NFPA notes that
home fires contribute to hundreds of deaths and more than 1,500
injuries each year. Such fires also hit homeowners in their pocketbooks, causing an estimated $1.4 billion in property damage
annually.
Prevention is another key component when safeguarding a home
and its residents from fires sparked by electrical failures of malfunctions. The ESFI offers the following tips to prevent electrical
overloads.
1.Never use extension cords or multi-outlet converters for appliances.
2. All major appliances should be plugged directly into a wall
receptacle outlet. Only one heat-producing appliance should be
plugged into a receptacle outlet at any given time.
3. Consider adding new outlets to your home. Heavy reliance on
extension cords indicates that your home does not have enough
outlets. Bring in a qualified electrician to inspect your home to
determine if more outlets are necessary.
4. Recognize that power strips only add additional outlets; they
do not change the amount of power being received from the
outlet.
Fires sparked by electrical circuit overload pose a significant
threat. Thankfully, such fires are preventable.
Learn more at www.esfi.org.
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Reduce cold-weather fire risk

Plenty of things heat up when the
temperature drops, including the
risk for fire hazards. Fireplaces,
stoves, heating systems, candles,
and even electric lights are used
more often during the winter
than any other time of year, so it
makes sense that the risk of home
fires increases when the mercury
drops.
The U.S. Fire Administration says
905 people die in winter home
fires each year. Cooking is the
leading cause of all home fires and
contributes to around $2 billion
in property loss each year. Understanding potential risks and
exercising caution can help homeowners protect themselves, their
families and their homes from fire.
Cooking
Home heating fires peak between
the hours of 6 p.m. and 8 p.m.,
when many people are home preparing dinner. The following steps,
courtesy of the American Red
Cross, can improve safety in the
kitchen and reduce the likelihood
of a home fire.
1. Never leave cooking food unattended, as it can take just seconds
for fires to ignite.

5. Clean and inspect heating appliances regularly.
6. Turn off portable heaters when
leaving the room or going to bed.

2. Keep anything that can catch fire
away from the stove or other appliances that generate heat.
3. Clean regularly to prevent grease
buildup.
4. Make sure appliances are turned
off before leaving the room or going to bed.
Heating
The National Fire Protection Association warns that heating is the
second leading cause of home fires,

deaths and injuries in the United
States. The NFPA offers these safety
guidelines.
1. Install heating appliances according to manufacturersÕ instructions or have a professional do the
installation.
2. Fuel-burning equipment needs
to vent to the outside.
3. Never use an oven to heat a
home.
4. Keep anything that can burn
away from heating equipment, including portable space heaters.

Electric
The National Safety Council estimates that between 600 and 1,000
people die each year from electrocution. Electricity also can contribute to home fires. The Energy
Education Council offers these
safety suggestions.
1. Never force plugs into outlets.
2. Check that cords are not frayed
or cracked. Do not run cords under
carpets or place them in high-traffic areas.
3. Use extension cords only on a
temporary basis.
4. Make sure light bulbs are the
proper wattage for fixtures.
5. Install ground fault circuit interrupters in kitchens, baths, laundry
rooms, and elsewhere, making sure
to test them regularly.
6. Check periodically for loose wall
receptacles and loose wires. Listen for popping or sizzling sounds
behind walls.
Home fires are no joke and can
be prevented with simple safety
checks.
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